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Our Fall Colours Cruise

Circling the Lakes on a crisp October day
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Show Me Your Curves
Fall Colour Cruise October 3rd
On the morning of October 3rd with the temperature
hovering in single digits a group of brave souls gathered in the Independent Grocer’s parking lot to brave
the weather and take in the fall colours of Muskoka.
Ken Wettlaufer led the group through the back roads
to our first stop at the Windemere dock to allow others to catch up and take in the view of the colours on
Lake Rousseau. After about 15 minutes we ventured
north to the town of Rousseau where the group
stopped briefly for coffee and the obligatory pit stop.

Convoy ready to depart

The drive down the west side of Lake
Rousseau to Minett is quite a winding
road and very colourful and with the
sunshine clearing up the sky it turned
into a delightful run. Bypassing Port
Carling and taking the route along the
lake to Bala was a wonderful diversion
from the normal path to the waterfall
village.
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Show Me Your Curves
In Bala we were hosted by fellow members
Brian & Susan Sheffield who own & operate the
restaurant Marmalade Skies and they
welcomed us with open arms.
While enjoying our lunch and getting to know
one another a small group of Miatas drive by
honking and waving. The general thinking it was
members of the Trillium group doing a dry run
for their tour later in October.
After lunch, it was over to
Gravenhurst for ice cream before
heading back home to Bracebridge
via Muskoka Beach Road and a well
deserved glass of wine at the end of
the run.
Thanks again to Ken & Carol for designing and leading the group on our
little adventure, one I’m sure, will become an annual event.

Miataville at Marmalade Skies (& one new enthusiast)

A motley looking’ crew, don’t you think?

Darlene,
you have competition...
Ice cream at Taste Buds in Gravenhurst
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This is why it’s called a Colours Tour

October 17th
The Trillium Miata club of Toronto has a scheduled a Muskoka run on Oct 17th (tentative) if anyone is interested in joining this event in whole or in part contact Michael Topping at (705) 6462818 or mastopping@bell.net
November
We are currently planning to have an indoor event for November and would love to hear any suggestions you may have. Please contact Gord & Laurel Bauldy at gbauldry@surenet.net with your
ideas. We will contact everyone via email in the near future.

Unloading of the new 3rd generation
(NC) Miata at the Los Angeles debut
(May 1st, 2005)
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Ahh
Muskoka in the fall
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Members Profile
Susan Sheffield

Susan Sheffield is the original owner of a 2001 Crystal Blue Miata with an interesting story
behind its purchase.
In the summer of 2001 Susan and her husband Brian were planning a trip from their home in
Edmonton, Alberta to her parent’s lodge in Port Severn, when their regular vehicle developed a
severe mechanical problem. Knowing it wouldn’t be able to make the 3,600 kilometre trip Brian
decided to visit Jarden Mazda, the local dealership that often performed service on their other
vehicle, a Mazda 626.
Brian, somewhat unkempt from work, spent the better part of forty minutes in the show room looking at a Crystal Blue Miata before being approached by the sales staff. Brian asked the salesman
if he could have the car removed from the showroom and available for a test drive by his wife at
6:00 p.m. they would buy it. The sales man insured him that could be done.
Brian then went home and told his wife they had a “date” that night at six. Enroute to the Dealership Susan asked where they we going for their date and Brian merely answered “you’ll see”.
Pulling into the dealership opened Susan’s eyes when she realized they were there to test drive a
new car. She was even more surprised when the salesman handed her the keys to the little blue
Miata. Needless to say it was love at first sight!
Susan has kept her little Miata ever since and although it has never been modified she does like
the ground effects package but gets most of her compliments from the colour. The first time she
pulled into the local dealership she was immediately surrounded by the staff for trying to “steal”
Nigel Ford’s car! Nigel himself was surprised to see a car almost identical to his thinking what are
the odds. The colour is a rare one with only 2,136 produced the USA and fewer still in Canada.
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Where did the name MIATA come from
and what does it mean?
The story goes like this…..
Rod Bymaster, Mazda's head of product planning and marketing for the Miata project back in the
early days, claims his "biggest contribution to the project was to have found the word Miata in
Webster's Dictionary, which is defined as "reward” in Old High German.
If you look up the word "meed" in the Oxford English Dictionary and the Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of the English Language you will find that "miata" is another word for this term
and they both can mean "reward". "Meed" is an obsolete German word. So this is verification of
the meaning but not verification that this is what Mazda intended the name to mean. Maybe they
simply liked the sound - just as I like the sound of my car!
Personally I think it really stands for is…..

Make It A Top down Afternoon

Helpful Hints
√

Aluminium crush washers are used on the engine oil, manual transmission, and differential
oil drain plugs. All crush washers are the same size (part number 9956-41-800) and are
relatively inexpensive. It is recommended that washers be replaced and not be reused after
changing oils in these components.

√

On both the front and back of the Miata are a pair of (ugly) hooks. These hooks are used
when Miatas are transported on ships from Japan. The cars are secured by the suspension,
and these hooks are used as
backups to prevent the car from
bouncing around a cargo ship should
the primary hold downs fail.

These are not tow hooks, and according to the factory, using them to tow the
car can damage the bodywork/frame of
your car.
Remove them, your Miata will look a lot
better for it. However, the mounting
holes for the rear tie down hooks are
frequently used for mounting a trailer
hitch or bicycle carrier.
Or… you could chrome them……..
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More Helpful Hints -

Preparing your Miata for a long Winter's nap:

by Ricky Nietubicz

Before the car goes into storage, you have to prepare it, and this involves more than just apologizing that
you won’t be spending any time together for the next few months. There are some maintenance prep items
that absolutely should be done. First and foremost, set a date to put it away and plan to spend some time
preparing the car and properly storing it, and it’ll take some time.
Start with an oil change. Get fresh oil in the crankcase, not broken down junk. Put Sta-bil in the gas tank,
then fill it up and drive it around for a good 20-30 miles to make sure that it is thoroughly mixed in and circulated through the fuel system, in the filter, the lines, all the way up to the fuel injectors. This is important if
you want the car to fire when you crank it come spring.
When you pull into the driveway, thoroughly clean the car. Get all those food crumbs out from behind the
seats, get all the gunk out from behind the fenders, and don’t forget the undercarriage. Give the car a good
coat of wax to keep out anything that should get into the garage and through the car cover. Being more
thorough counts, here, as it will make your life easier come spring. If stored outside, obviously one would
close the windows however inside, leaving them slightly cracked open all winter to allow for air circulation in
the cabin is ideal unless the vehicle is stored where infestation of rodents is possible..
Into the engine bay. Pull the plugs, disconnect the CAS to avert ignition system damage, and spray marine
fogging oil into the cylinders. This is something done religiously in boat storage, some in the auto realm prefer a teaspoon of motor oil in each cylinder. It’s up to you, but I can say that in boats stored outside, the fogging oil seems to do the trick wonderfully. Spin the engine over a few times by hand to make sure the oil
gets everywhere- rust on the cylinder walls can do really nasty things to your piston rings when you start it
up later.
Perhaps most importantly, you’ll want to prevent critter invasions when your baby is sitting there in the garage. Good results have been reported using fabric softener dryer sheets in the interior, as well as other locations. Allegedly critters find the scent repulsive, without the disadvantage of stinking out humans as well.
If your car sits in one spot all winter, you’ll likely find that the tires are flat-spotted in the spring, and they
may well be flat or greatly deflated, neither of which is good for the rubber. There are a couple of solutions
to this. One option is to mount “storage wheels” with junk rubber on the car, this allows you to take your
good tires off, saran wrap them and keep them in a nice, climate controlled spot elsewhere.
A second option is to inflate the tires to around 40psi, and periodically roll the car forward and backward
(every couple weeks) to prevent flat spots from developing and the tires from deflating to the point of damage. Depending what tires you run, exposure to extreme cold or simply time may necessitate replacement
anyway, so just leave them on and replace in spring. Whatever you do, do NOT leave the car on jack
stands. This will save your tires, at the expense of suspension bushings and the like that should not be
stored with the suspension hanging.
Disconnect the battery and put it on a “smart” type charger and don’t put the battery on concrete as this will
drain and perhaps damage your battery. Remember, a “smart” or “float” charger is one that monitors battery
voltage constantly, and turns on when it falls below a certain level. units are available at stores . Once it is
back up to the specified voltage, the charger shuts off again, something quite important for those with expensive batteries, as overcharging will destroy a battery very quickly. Battery Tender is an example of a
brand name and these are available from a great many sources such as Canadian Tire.
As final preparation, stick some rags in the intake and exhaust to prevent critters from crawling up and either getting stuck in or nesting in either. Importantly here, remember to remove these when spring rolls
around. The basic goal is to make the environment as sterile as possible.
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In this space we will explore the lighter side of owning a Miata
and simply enjoy the sights and sounds of the hobby itself in all
its wonderful glory.
Variety is indeed the spice of life! People do all kinds of things to their Miatas. I happen to like the
clean, stock look. Some folks like to add a bit of individuality (spoilers, roll bars, etc.). Still others
convert their Miatas to race cars, modifying suspension, adding turbos and superchargers, etc.
However, there is another group of Miata owners that really stand out and some of these are
pretty neat. Some are a little weird. Of course, "neat" and "weird" are in the eye of the beholder,
so I'll let you decide which is which. I believe the photos below readily explain the phrase “One
man’s trash is another man’s treasure”.

Grave Digger Miata

Miatallac

Barbie’s Miata
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How Fights Get Started…
I rear-ended a car this morning. So, there we were alongside the road and
slowly the other driver got out of his car. You know how sometimes you just get
so stressed and little things just seem funny?
Yeah, well, I couldn't believe it, he was a dwarf!
He stormed over to my car, looked up at me, and shouted, 'I AM NOT HAPPY!'
So, I looked down at him and said, 'Well, then which one are you?'
And that’s when the fight started ...

Members are asked to help contribute to this section. If you know a good one, we want to hear from you.
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Show Me Your Curves
We all have those special routes we like to drive in
Muskoka, we’d like to ask Members to share with
us they favourite route and why. This is another
tour offered on the Muskoka Tourism web site.
FROM THE HEART OF MUSKOKA
The Grand Tour
Start & End @ Bracebridge
Approx. 245 km / 150 miles
About 4 - 6 hours depending on number of stops
1) From Bracebridge, follow Highway 11 north to Muskoka Road 117
2) Take Muskoka Road 117 east through Baysville to
Dorset
3) Left on Highway 35 in Dorset to Highway 60
4) Left on Highway 60, through Dwight and Huntsville to
Highway 11
5) South on Highway 11 to Highway 141
6) West on Highway 141 through Utterson and Rosseau
to Highway 69
7) South on Highway 69 to Muskoka Road 169
8) Follow Muskoka Road 169 through Bala to Muskoka
Road 41 (Bethune Drive) in Gravenhurst
9) Left on Bethune Drive to Highway 11
10) Take Highway 11 north back to Bracebridge
Tour Highlights:
√
√
√

The town of Bracebridge, with 22 waterfalls and where Santa Claus has his summer home
The sites of an historic cranberry marsh in MacTier and a commercially-operating cranberry
marsh in Bala
Muskoka's (and the world's) first Dark Sky Reserve, just outside Torrance at the Torrance
Barrens

Please drop us a quick email at lbauldry@surenet.net and tell us about your trail.
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1999
The 10th Anniversary Model
The 10th Anniversary Model was launched at the beginning of the 1999 model year with a total
global production of 7,500 units. This broke down to 3,000 units in the United States, 500 to Japan, Britain received 600 of the 3,700 allotment for Europe with Australia and Canada only receiving 150 units each, making this indeed a “Special Edition”.
These models were quite unique in a number of areas being fully loaded from the factory with
many unique features. For example they were painted an exciting Sapphire Blue Mica colour in
North America (Innocent Blue Mica in UK) set off quite nicely by a set of 15" polished aluminium
alloy wheels.

1999 Anniversary Edition

They sported a Navy Blue Convertible Top and boot cover. A Special Anniversary emblem on
the driver’s side front fender identified the serial number among the total 7,500 units.
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Spotlight On
In the interior, this model had black leather
seats with blue suede inserts and black
leather headrests.
The NARDI leather wrapped steering
wheel and shift knob were black/blue.
Blue is also applied to the shift lever boot
and the special carpets highlighted by
Stainless steel scuff plates.

The carbon grained centre console panel
brighten up things as did the dash which
came with chromed rimmed gauges with
red needles for a unique appearance.
Under the skin of this vehicle things were
quite different again as for the first time in
North America a six speed transmission
was standard. It rode on a new sporty suspension which included Blistein shocks
and a Front Strut Tower Brace.
The Titanium grained commemorative key chain had an exclusive design with a Mazda logo on
the blue painted grip. An Owner’s Certificate with Serial number was also presented to Original
owners.
In addition to this original owners also received a Special Gift Set from
Mazda a pair of His/Hers blue-faced watches and a 1:43 Scale Die
Cast Model of the car.

Some Features of the Brochure
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Show me your Curves
1999 Brochure

1993 Brochure

“Join us because of the car, you’ll stay because of your friends”
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